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A Pair of Commuting Operaters 

on Hilbert Spaces

Hae Gyung Lee

1. Introduction

Since the concept of joint spectrum for a family of operators was 

initially introduced by R Arens and AP Calderon [1丄 several authors 

have established its definithi^^aiid properties. The typical and siuresrful 

definitions among them have carried out by J.L. Taylor [8] and 

A.T. Dash [6〕.

In this paper we give a characterization of the joint spectrum, 

in the sense of J.L. Taylor of a pair of commuting operators on 

Hilbert spaces and some applications are given.

Let H be a complex Hilbert space and B(H) the algebra of all 

linear continuous operators on H. Let q=(角,%)UB(可 be a pair of 

commuting operators. Consider the sequence

(1.1) 0-fH ■으느 H朝 -丄 H 一 0,

where ^(x)—a^®a^c (WH) and 8：(欠成彩)=如;厂如泓相疋丑). 

Clearly,期2=0欢 implies 苛-Then, J.L. Taylor has defined 

a to be nonsingular if the sequence (1.1) is exact ； i.e. im 

ker And he has defined the joint spectrum o(a,H) of a on 

H, to be the complement of the set of all z 一一s 一“2) is

nonsingular on H.
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2. Invertibility of a commuting pair

We begin the following. Suppose that a=(a^a2)ClB(H) is nonsingular 

on H. Consider the dual sequence of (1.1), namely

(2.1) 0—反•으t 砲H-오*

where 8： (x)= —a^x^aix (x^H) and 8^*=(hXi+cwi (x^Xz^H), 

We recall that the pair a*=(abaj is nonsingular on Zf if the seque

nce (2.1) is exact

Lemma 2.1. If a=(a^a2) is nonsingular on H, then both aiai 

-*p必 and are inrortible on H.

Proofs Let us show that “皿+&0 is injective and surjective on 

H. ]i 物)%=0 for a certain xGHf 반len aix^azxGker 5^* =

(im 8》七But如任如沱im 8：； hence 如迁如疋(im 8：=

｛아. Thus aix=a2X=0. Since ker 8?=0, we have x~0. Take an arbit

rary yEH and let us find an xEH such that y=o；&w+矗m. We 

infer that S° : (kerS^^/f is an isomorphism, and therefore j=6^* 

(Vi㊉％) with ji©j2E(ker 8： )x=im 8?； hence 力㊉尤岛s. Ana- 

logou아y, the operator is invertible and this completes the

proof of the lemma

Theorem 2.2. Let a=(ai,a^ C B(H) be a commuting pair. Then 

a is nonsingular on H if and only if the operator

(2.2) a(a)=(砍 dA

弛 £li/

is invertible on H®H.

Proof. According to Lemma 2.1, it is clear 난！砒 난le operator
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(2.3) /“血&+£%)"

\“200+房%尸 冰£矽；+"&尸/

is a right inverse for the operator a(a) given by (2.2) ； hence a(a) 

is surjective on H®H. Let us also notice that a(a) is injective too. 

Indeed, if a(a)(x^x^—Of then Xi®%2 Gker 8： Gim &= ｛아, and hen

ce Xi~x2~0. Conversely, suppose that a(a) is invertible on H®H. 

The(血广 is invertible ； therefore

cS砂a化^* = //缶+及財2 0 \

\ 0 饲为+做2 J

is invertible, and hence and (%房+角角) are operators

from B(H). Let us prove that the sequence (1.1) is exact. Indeed, 

if 伽2X=Q then 尤=Q whence x=0. Assume now

that 苛佰传s)=“饱一姒i=0. If 了=房上+a丸 then CL(a)(Xi^x?) =y®0 ； 

hence 心側?=a(0尸(3色0), and thus on account of (2.3) we obtain

勤=化血0+以J，

切 2)或

i.e. the exactness of (1.1) at the second step. Finally, if y^H is 

arbitrary, then 羽=%(仏仞+口泌 2)» 侄=12刀 satisfy the equation 勾电+o版2 

—y, and the proof is complete.

Notice that a=z(aita^CB(H) is nonsingular if and only if the mat

rix

a亿产）=（（虹 
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is invertible on H®H, and also if and only if the matrix

a(a)*— I ai -a2x

\a2 ax /

is invertible on H®H-

Corollary 2,3. If A is any commutative algebra of operators on 

H, then the map

A2^a ——>a(a)GB(H®H)

is R-linear.

Proof. Slice the n^js 6： and 6； are linear on A2, a(a) is R-linear.

Remark. The set of matrices {a(i) zEC?} can be identified with 

the algebra of quaternions and that the map z^a(z) is an R-linear 

isometric isomorphismLlOl

Corollary 2.4. For any z=(z19z^)EC2/ z가Q a(2尸 exists and 이2尸 
—(I Z\ I2+ I z2 I2)"1 afe).

Proof. It is easy to see that a(zfH)={z}f hence a(z) is invertible 

for any Then

a(z)1=( I % I2+ I z217W

Corollary 2.5. For any z&C2,砰0, we have

II 이泌 II 드 II z II and II 以2尸 II = II z II*1

where 11 z II2 = I Zi I2+ I q I2.

Corollary 2.6. If a—(ai, is nonsingular on H, then we have 
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the following commuting relations:

%0皿+曲2尸 &；+葛(呼z；+어逆码=]

(2.4) £哙(00「&金2尸이但；)-切1=1

角(％%+q压)'£+ 議+qp；)」角=0.

Formulas (2.4) can be obtained by using the fact that (23) provides 

also a left inverse for a(a).

3. Joint spectrum

Lemma 3.1. For a commuting pair of operators a—(ai,a^CB(H)t 

we have(血砂=C?一{zEC2 ； (2—矿油徂&H)}.

Corollary 3.2. If a=(aha^) C B(H) is a commuting pair, 사leu a(久印= 
C2-{zEC2 ； (afe)-afe)/1 一 …

Definition 3.3. The mapping

C2——^R(z,a)=(a(z) - a(^)1 ^B(H®H)

is called the resolvent of a

Lemma 3.4. For a commuting pair a=(a^a^QB(H), the joint spect

rum a(a,H) is a closed set and the resolvent R(z,a) is an R-analytic 

function in C^~a(a,H).

Proof. Fix a point z坤。(茹[). Since the map 幻仅)is isometric, 

then for 2GC2 such that I"—2시I v H a(爲一勿一 1 H 七 the series

a(zo~a)4 £ GD* (a(2—zo)a(舄一“)』)*
k=0
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i으 absolutely convergent and defines (z—d)'1. In particular, the set 

do(%H) is open. Notice that a(z—zb) is a polynomial of degree 

one in 4 and 云，where we get easily that is R-analytic

in

Lemma 3.5. For a commuting pair a=(("£)CB(H) and any 2 

in C2 such that II2II > II ct(a) II, we have a is not in ©(aJH) and

(3.1) (a(z) — afa))1— S (a(2尸a(勿丿 * a或尸
k-Q

is absolutely and unifornaly convergent on 난垢 sets {z^C2 ； II z II >r} 

with r> II a(a) II.

Proof According to Corollary 2.5, we have tat ff II zll > 1卜田@) II, 

then II a^a)'laj(a) II <1, hence the series (3.1) is absolutely convergent 

It is straightforward to verify that (3.1) defines 나le inverse of a仞・ 

a仞.If r> II cu(a) II, then for any z in C2 such that li z II > r we 

obtain by a direct estimation

II 0(仞~任仞尸 II — II a(a) II

hence the convergence of (3.1) is uniform.

Notice that II II =0.

Theorem 3.6. Let a=«wH)UB(H) be a pair of commuting operators. 

Then the joint spectrum c(aji) of a is a compact nonempty set 

in C2.

Proof. On account of the Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, c(a,H) is 

a compact subset of C2. Let us assume that a(a,H) is empty. Then 

by Theorem 22 the operate

—fii)* (%—4代)+ 伝2—£弛广(Z2~«2))1 
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does exist, therefore the ri^it ideal generated in B(H) by z—a is 

equal to B(H) for any z=(Zi^2)£C2 which is, according to [3丄 a 

contradiction.

4. Application요

Let H be a fixed Hilbert space. Let be a commuting

pair of linear operators on H and let K be a closed subspace of 

H, K reducing a, i.e. a^CK,宓UK for j=I2. We denote by alK 

the restrictions (tzJ K, 시 K).

Proposition 4.1. Assume that a=(a%ai) CB(H) is nonsingular on 

H and K be a closed subspace of 日 K recfaxing a. Tten alK 

is nonsingular if and only if aj(a)^(K^K) CK®K.

Proof. We apply Theorem 2.2 If 시 K is nonsingular, then 

a(시Take We have

a(a) (a 仞 * 一 a仞 K)气)=0,

hence CWT* —a(a\Ky\ Conversely, if (^^(K^K) C K®K,

then we have

a仞。成 =a(시 K尸,

hence a\K is nonsingular.

For any set FCC2, let us denote by 逆 the boundary of F.

료reposition 4.2. Let K be a closed subspace oi Ht K reducing 

a. Then we have the relation

Proof. Let us choose a point ZoEqQK) and suppose that z^cs(a,H).
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Then there is a sequence 角&寸(源[)1•丿히"[) such 난询: zL% as IL노 g 

If t|EK&K is arbitrary, we can write

(的)一a(&)尸 n=聽(a0)—a(0力 FEK的瓦

therefore a(2o)-a(a) is nonsingular on K, which is a contradiction.

Corollary 4.3. If Ki and 瓦 are closed subspaces, reducing a, 

such that 히瓦)난i&i KCEG=Q

Proof. Indeed, KiC\Kz is reducing a, therefore

“血孩r術)C(血Ki)cc也K9=e，

E印8

히砧;cK2)=e，thus K1QK2—O.
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